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Chalo Ek Baar Phir Se Ajnabi Instrumental Christmasxmass.n Chalo ek baar phir se ajnabi bun jain hum dono
(INSTRUMENTAL) Film Gumraha.n Dilgam AlaMa (HUNGARY PERFORMANCE ART, AUTHOR: HALAMA ORMA)

About the film: In the dashing 90s of the XX century, when the market for audio equipment and production technologies
(computers) was being transformed, the Soviet Union attempted to revive traditional folk musical instruments, including

traditional Moldovan folk instruments.And it was this principle that was taken by the leadership of foreign oligarch
manufacturers to apply in their products. On December 17, at an off-site meeting of the Association of Choreographers in

Moscow, Valery Mikhailov, head of the ballet of the Moiseev Dance Theater, presented the 7th premiere of the ballet Tango
Viejo by choreographer Lyudmila Golubovskaya "Maestro Variations". The production is based on moving tango dances

performed by Mikhailov himself, including the use of the choreography of the legendary Raymond Pauls ballet "Raymonda".
The ballet uses only the author's choreographic ideas and dances, in which the mobility of traditional tango and sophisticated

ballet are intertwined. On December 14, the concert "Guest Seasons in the Great Hall Conservatives" was held in the Great Hall
of the Conservatory, in which the National Philharmonic Orchestra of Russia conducted by Vladimir Spivakov, the Royal

Philharmonic Chamber Orchestra "Divertissement" conducted by Mikhail Pletnev, the National Academic Theater of Russian
Drama named after Lesya Ukrainka conducted by Viktor Chernushenko, National Philharmonic Orchestra of Russia, Russian
National Choir Capella, State Academic Symphony Orchestra of Russia named after E.F. Svetlanov, State Chamber Choir of

the Republic of Bashkortostan, State Choir Academy "New Russia" conducted by Konstantin Orbelyan, Soloists of the Bolshoi
Theater (artistic director and conductor - Vladimir Vasilyev), Bolshoi Symphony Orchestra. P.I. Tchaikovsky, People's Artist of

Russia Dmitry Hvorostovsky. On December 15 at 10.00 in auditorium No. 5 (Sukhe-Bator str., 3, room 535) a lesson of the
School-seminar of theatrical critic and art critic "The crisis of the genre and its literary sources" will take place. Leading classes

- Dr.
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